
 

 

The Magic School Bus Weather Lab is a product from The Young Scientists Club. Recently seen on The Today Show with 

weatherman and co-anchor Al Roker, this Weather Lab has everything a child would need to begin to understand the 

science behind the weather. 

   
 

Young Scientists will become young meteorologist by building a Magic School Bus-shaped weather station with a 

thermometer, rain gauge, wind meter, wind vane, and compass.  There are over 20 colorful experiments all self-

contained inside the kit. 

Magic School Bus Weather Lab · $39.99 · Ages 5 and up 

Ms. Frizzle and her students take Young Scientists on a wild ride with The Magic School Bus as they explore the weather. 

Young Scientists learn about the weather by spinning a pinwheel, making a tornado in a bottle, swirling a paper snake, 

recreating the water cycle, creating a rain cloud, using a sun dial, constructing a barometer, catching a rainbow, and 

learning about the greenhouse effect. 

Young Scientists become their own meteorologist by building the bus-shaped weather station with a thermometer, rain 

gauge, wind meter, wind vane, and compass. The weather is then tracked on the enclosed weather chart with colorful 

stickers. 

This captivating bus-shaped kit comes packed with lots of science components, 28 colorful experiment cards, weather 

station, weather chart, stickers, and data notebook to record observations. Seatbelts, everyone! Get ready to become a 

meteorologist with Weather Lab! 

Pros 

 There are tons of projects included in the bus 

 The projects are age appropriate and educational 

 The majority of everything  needed for projects and experiments is included 

 The directions are clear and easy to follow 

 When the experiments are over everything can go back inside the Magic School Bus 
Cons 

 The kids were more interested in doing things individually as opposed to actually building the weather lab 

http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqVNkqrx0Sw


What I Think 

The Magic School Bus has always been a show we enjoy watching together. The educational value makes it something 

I’m comfortable leaving on when I’m not in the room. Everyone recognized the Magic School Bus and that led to 

eagerness to get inside it. 

My 11 year old had a blast reading and explaining to the younger kids. He has a huge passion for science so this was 

something he could share with them. 

  
 

 

The majority of the cards had projects and experiments that were great for the younger kids. There were even some 

that we’d done before like the tornado in a bottle and “making it rain” with a sponge. It’s a great way to add a fun twist 

on learning. The Magic School Bus Weather Lab is the perfect way to slip in something educational yet fun for the 

holidays! 

Shop 

You can buy the Magic School Bus Weather Lab from The Young Scientists Club. They have a great variety of age 

appropriate educational material, be sure to look around! These make a great holiday gift and we’re just in time to shop 

for the holidays! 

Connect 

Be sure to Like The Young Scientists Club on Facebook, where free home experiments are frequently posted. 

 

http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Young-Scientists-Club/170174354854

